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Making DIY easier with the Black & Decker® Auto Select straight cut saw
To make DIY tasks easier in the home, Black & Decker® has introduced the easy to use 600W Zenit Straight
Cut Saw.
The Auto Select function selects the correct speed on the 0 to 3000 SPM (strokes per minute) depending on
what task you are carrying out, with an added pendulum action for fast cutting. The trouble-free saw is
equipped with a unique keel for precise straight line cutting and an additional jigsaw cutting device for
those sharp angle corners. Easy to use, the double handle support gives the confidence to get the job
done accurately and safely every time.
When the job is complete, the lock on safety switch offers peace of mind that the tool can be stored away
safely. The on board blade storage facility ensures all tool parts are out of the way giving you the
freedom to get on with the job.
For those times when you are unsure which speed to use, the Black & Decker® Auto Select technology
automatically decides for you, varying in different control speeds and actions, making the task easier
and quicker for you.
The images on the dial ensure you choose the right function for whatever DIY job you may be completing,
whether screwing, drilling or sanding, there is a function for every need. The Black & Decker® Auto
Select technology allows you to set the task, and the tool will do the rest.
Black & Decker® has revolutionised the way DIY tools work, ensuring the right setting or accessory is
chosen every time with the Auto Select function, taking the guess work out of selecting the best function
for any job. Saying goodbye to confusing tool settings and making today the day you do the tasks that
you’ve been putting off.
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Auto Select Black & Decker products available from B&Q:
- 14.4V Lithium Drill Driver: £69.99
- 14.4V Lithium Hammer Drill: £79.99
- 18V Lithium Hammer Drill: £99.99
- 3.6V Lithium Screwdriver: £34.99
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- 600W Zenit Straight Cut Saw: £59.99
- 520W Jigsaw: £49.99
- 4 in 1 Multi Sander: £69.99
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